Abstract-In the past decade, pneumatic muscle (PM) actuated rehabilitation robotic devices have been widely researched, mainly due to the actuators' intrinsic compliance and high power to weight ratio. However, the PMs are highly nonlinear and subject to hysteresis behavior. Hence, robust trajectory and compliance control are important to realize different training strategies and modes for improving the effectiveness of the rehabilitation robots. This paper presents a multi-inputmultioutput sliding mode controller, which is developed to simultaneously control the angular trajectory and compliance of the knee joint mechanism of a gait rehabilitation exoskeleton. Experimental results indicate good multivariable tracking performance of this controller, which provides a good foundation for the further development of assist-as-needed training strategies in gait rehabilitation.
I. INTRODUCTION
P NEUMATIC muscle (PM) actuators are intrinsically compliant and have high force to weight ratio. These advantages make the PMs suitable for rehabilitation robots, especially exoskeleton type of robotic devices. Ferris et al. [1] developed an ankle-foot orthosis actuated by the PM to assist the ankle planar flexion during walking. This orthosis was further developed into a knee-ankle-foot orthosis with the knee flexion/extension and ankle dorsi-/planar-flexion all actuated [2] . RUPERT is an upper limb rehabilitation robot with four degrees of freedom (DoF) each actuated by a PM actuator [3] . In the authors' research group, a robotic exoskeleton for gait rehabilitation has also been developed, with both the hip and knee joints of the exoskeleton powered by the antagonistic PM actuators [4] . Since the PM can only provide unidirectional actuation, antagonistic configurations of the PMs are commonly adopted to power rotational joints in both directions. Despite their advantages, dynamics of the PMs is highly nonlinear and also subjected to hysteresis. Therefore, it is a challenging task to control them precisely.
Various controllers have been implemented on the PM driven mechanisms, which include adaptive pole-placement controller by Caldwell et al. [5] , robust and adaptive back-stepping controller by Carbonell et al. [6] , fuzzy PD + I controller by Chan et al. [7] , neural network-based PID controller by Thanh and Ahn [8] , and more recently echo state network-based predictive controller with particle swarm optimization by Huang et al. [9] .
Sliding mode (SM) control and its variations have been implemented in several applications to control the PM actuators. SM controllers are robust to modeling uncertainties and disturbances. van Damme et al. [10] applied a proxy-based SM control on a 2-DoF serial robotic manipulator actuated by the antagonistic pleated PMs. Lilly and Yang [11] applied SM approach to control the trajectory of a single degree of freedom (DoF) rotational mechanism driven by the McKibben PM actuators. Their dynamic model of the PMs was based on the work reported in [12] . Xing et al. [13] developed an SM trajectory control with nonlinear disturbance observer to a PM driven mass. Chang [14] reported an adaptive self-organizing fuzzy SM controller for a 2-DoF serial robot manipulator. In [10] , [11] , and [14] , the rotational joints were all actuated by the antagonistic PMs. Single-input-single-output (SISO) SM approaches were dedicated for trajectory control. It is common that these controllers' output P was the desired pressure difference between a fixed desired average pressure (P 0d ) of the antagonistic PMs and the desired pressures of individual PMs
where P Fd and P Ed are the reference pressures of the muscles for joint flexion and extension, respectively. These were fed into the pressure regulators, which adjusted the PM pressures to their desired values. Choi et al. [15] implemented both position and compliance control on a PM actuated manipulator. The position control implementation was similar to the work reported by Lilly and Yang [11] . Instead of having fixed P 0d , an open loop compliance controller was developed. Based on a dynamic model [12] of the PM, P 0d can be derived from the desired compliance value. It is also noteworthy that the compliance control is independent from the SM trajectory controller.
In [10] , [11] , and [13] - [15] , the use of pressure regulators appeared to be black boxes in control loops. This simplified the system models by ignoring the details of the pressure characteristics of the PM actuator, thus unpredictable errors or time delays could be introduced. Shen [16] eliminated these black boxes by modeling the entire control system with four major processes, which were flow dynamics of the valve, pressure, and force dynamics of the antagonistic PM actuators and the load dynamics of a linear antagonistic mechanism. With a single 3/5 analog valve, the SISO control was made possible by merging the models of four processes and, letting the valve voltage as input and the trajectory as output. Aschemann and Schindele [17] developed a cascade SM control algorithm with four major process models similar to [16] . In the outer trajectory SM control loop, the controller output P together with desired average pressure (P 0d ) was fed through (1) to provide references for the inner loop controllers. The inner control loop contained two SM pressure controllers, which are implemented based on the flow dynamics of the valves and the pressure dynamics of the PM actuator. Compared with [15] , the approach in [17] was able to track desired trajectory and simultaneously vary the average pressure of the antagonistic PMs. The compliance of the mechanism increased as the average pressure decreased and vice versa. However, substantial difference in the time constant between the pressure SM controller and trajectory SM controller was needed to decouple the cascaded controller into two SISO controllers [18] . Hence, the bandwidth of the trajectory control was limited.
The challenges mainly come from two aspects, when developing the PM driven robotic exoskeleton for gait rehabilitation. First, the training with the exoskeleton needs to be task specific [19] . Hence, the developed system needs to provide sufficient controlled range of motion and bandwidth for gait training. Second, the intrinsic compliance property of the PMs can be utilized to adjust the level of assistance provided by the exoskeleton. Hence, the controller of the exoskeleton should be able to control the joint space trajectory and the compliance of the exoskeleton simultaneously. Similar ideas have been implemented in [15] and [17] , in which the control of mechanism's compliance is through controlling the average pressure of the antagonistic PMs. However, these two approaches are both subject to certain limitations, as discussed in the previous paragraph. This paper presents a novel application of a centralized multi-input-multioutput (MIMO) SM controller to an antagonistic PM actuated joint mechanism for robotic gait rehabilitation. First, the knee joint mechanism of the exoskeleton along with the modeling work of the system is introduced. This is followed by the controller development. Experiments of the controlled system were extensively conducted to assess the simultaneous joint trajectory and compliance control performance, which is reported in Section IV.
II. SYSTEM MODELING A. PM-Driven Mechanical System
For the control algorithm development, only the knee joint mechanism of the exoskeleton is employed for the experimental validation. The knee joint is powered by four PM actuators. Each of the PM actuators is 20 mm in diameter and 300 mm in length (excluding the metal fittings in both ends). The antagonistic PMs actuate the flexion and extension of the rotational knee joint via 3-mm-diameter steel cables with a 30-mm moment arm. Major components of the knee joint mechanism are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Two 3/5 analog valves are utilized, so the pneumatic flow of each side of the antagonistic PMs is adjusted by one valve. Subscripts E and F Schematic drawing of the PM actuated knee joint mechanism. How the angular values are calculated is also illustrated.
are utilized to denote the parameters for the extension and flexion PMs, respectively. A pair of pressure sensors is also used to measure the PM pressures (P E , P F ). It is assumed that all the dynamics of the two PMs to flexion/extension side are identical. An angular encoder is mounted along the joint axis to measure the angular position of the joint, θ k , whose value is zero when the center lines of thigh and shank segments coincide and increases as the joint flexes. The interface between the electrical-pneumatic system and the PC-based control platform is implemented using the National Instrument MyRio. The FPGA inside MyRio is programmed for hardware interfacing and signal filtering.
In terms of the kinematics, the following assumptions are made: the driving cables are always in tension and the stretch of the cables is neglected. Therefore, the contracting length of the PM actuators can thus be expressed by
where r is the effective radius of the pulley or the joint moment arm of the PM actuators; θ F 0 = 90°and θ E0 = 0°are the knee joint positions when the flexor and extensor PMs have no contraction or extension, respectively. Detailed illustration can be found in the schematic drawing of Fig. 2 .
B. Load Dynamics of the Mechanism
The dynamics of the knee joint mechanism can be described by the following equation:
where J is the mass polar moment of inertia; ξ is the friction coefficient of the actuation system, which can be neglected; τ is the net torque provided by the antagonistic PM actuators; G is the maximum joint torque produced by gravity; and θ h is angle between centerline of the thigh segment and the vertical direction shown in Fig. 2 . The moving mass of the PMs is less than 5% of the mass of the shank segment. Therefore, only the polar moment of inertia of the shank segment is considered to determine J , which can be estimated from the computer-aided design of the exoskeleton.
C. Force Dynamics of the PM Actuators
Both theoretical and phenomenological models of PMs have been developed. Chou and Hannaford [20] developed a theoretical static model, which links the PM's inner pressure and contraction length to its force output. In terms of phenomenological models, a commonly adopted model was proposed by Reynolds et al. [12] , in which the PM was modeled similar to the well-known Hill's muscle model in biomechanics. As a dynamic model, it expresses the output force as a function of the PM's inner pressure and kinematics. This model also addresses its hysteresis behavior by applying different damping coefficients during the PM's inflating and deflating processes.
Due to the bandwidth requirement of the robotic gait rehabilitation system, dynamic rather than static modeling methods were considered. The dynamic model developed in [12] was modified to fit the dynamic behavior of the FESTO PM actuators in this application. The dynamics of a PM actuator can be expressed as
where F(P), B(P), and K (P) are the pressure dependent force, damping, and spring parameters, respectively (5), which are determined experimentally; M is the mass of the load; x is the PM contracting length; and L is the force exerted on the load. These parameters are modeled linearly dependent on the inner pressure P of the corresponding PM. The damping element has different expression for the inflation and deflation processes to better describe PM's hysteresis behavior.
The experiments were conducted at discrete pressures points ranging from 0.6 to 6 bar with 0.2 bar increments in order to acquire appropriate modeling parameters for the specific PMs used in our robot. The least square linear regression method was utilized to find the best fitting parameters. Detailed experimental procedure is described in [21] .
Since the model reported in [12] did not cover lower pressure range, Xing et al. [13] further developed the model in [12] by using piecewise linear functions to express the equivalent spring parameter K(P). Based on our experimental results, parameters have been obtained in the forms of both the original [12] and modified piecewise [13] models. It has been observed that the piecewise model can better represent the PM's dynamic response for the entire working pressure range [21] . The model adopted can be expressed by (6) . The torque generated by the antagonistic arrangement of four PMs is calculated by (7)
D. Pressure Dynamics of the PM
It is assumed that pneumatic flow into and out of the PM is an adiabatic process [16] . Thus, the rate of change of pressure in the PM can be described by the physics-based model aṡ
where γ is the ratio of specific heats for air, R is the universal gas constant, T is the gas temperature,ṁ is the pneumatic mass flow rate of the PMs (positive for flow into the PMs), and V is the volume of air inside the PMs of each side of the antagonistic pair.V is modeled as a function of muscle contraction length (x) in (9) . The regression coefficients (a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 ) of this equation are determined experimentally.
E. Flow Dynamics of the Valves
The proportional valves are modeled as dimensional compressible flow through an orifice. The effective area of the orifice is controlled by the voltage signal applied to the proportional valves. The mass flow rate is described as a function of the valve opening areaṡ
In the two above-mentioned equations, A (E,,F ) is the equivalent valve area for the PMs on the respective side; P u and P d are the upstream and downstream pressures, respectively; C f is the discharge constant; and C r is the pressure ratio that divides the flow into choked and unchoked flow through the orifice. During PM inflation, P u equals the supply pressure of the compressor and P d equals the pressure of the corresponding PM. During the PM deflation, P u equals the PM pressure and P d equals the atmospheric pressure.
III. MIMO SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER
In Section II, the system has been modeled into four stages in series, which are the flow dynamics of the valves, the pressure dynamics and the force dynamics of the PM, and the load dynamics of the joint mechanism. By combining these models, the overall system model can be developed. The two model outputs are the knee joint position and the average pressure of the antagonistic PMs. The two inputs are the equivalent areas of the two valves. A state-space (SS) model representation was constructed for the ease of the MIMO SM control implementation. The SS variables (x), control input (u), and output (y), vectors are given in
By combining (2) and (9), the nonlinear SS model can be written in the form oḟ
A coordinate transformation [22] is performed in (21) to make the system outputs and their derivatives as new SS variables
where the expression of L f (y i ) stands for the directional derivative of scalar y i with respect to vector f (x), which has the following properties:
Based on (16), the time derivative of output y i is calculated in (24) and the time derivative of the new SS variable vector z is calculated with (25)-(30)
To apply the SM control to the modeled system, two sliding surface variables (σ 1 , σ 2 ) are first defined
where σ 1 is for the joint space trajectory; σ 2 is for the average pressure; λ is a tuning parameter of the sliding surface; θ kd ,θ kd , andθ kd are the desired knee joint angular position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively; and P 0d is the desired average pressure of the antagonistic PM actuators. With the selected sliding surfaces, the control law can be designed in order to drive the SS trajectories to the sliding surface. Once reached, the trajectories are forced to stay on the sliding surfaces by the controller. A classic controller design [23] is described as
in which η i is strictly positive. The time derivatives of (31) and (32) can be expressed in the vector form of
Hence, the SM control law can be applied. The control action contains two segments
where u eq is a continuous equivalent control element, which helps reaching of the sliding surfaces for desired motions; u rob is the discontinuous robust element, which makes sure that the desired motions are sustained by sticking to the sliding surface. By zeroingσ , the expression of u eq and u rob can be derived as
Based on (27) , (28), and (30), matrix Q is nonsingular. It is also necessary to note that all the modeling parameters mentioned previously are based on ideal situations. All the uncertainties of the model are contained by ideal matrices H and Q. Hence, for any instant, the actual representation derivatives of the sliding surfaces are given as
where H and Q are the instantaneous actual values of the model estimated H and Q. The estimation errors of these matrices are bounded by the known function in the following ways:
To ensure that the control law (38) satisfy the design criteria stated by (33), (38) is substituted into (41)
Hence, (45) is substituted into (33) and the following relationship can be generated:
(48) In order to ensure (48) is valid, k 1 needs to be selected to satisfy the following condition:
Due to the use of switch functions sgn(σ i ) in (40), the system is prone to high-frequency chattering along the sliding surfaces. The solution to this problem is replacing the switching element along the sliding surface with piecewise saturation function with a boundary layer [23] , [24] . Hence, the robust control element can now be expressed as
where ∅ i (i = 1, 2) is boundary layer thickness for the corresponding sliding surfaces.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In terms of controller implementation, all the algorithm development and validation were conducted with MATLAB with the MuPAD and Simulink applications. The control software of the system is programmed in LABVIEW developed by National Instrument. The MATLAB code that carries SM control algorithm programmed is reusable in LABVIEW environment with little alternation. The sampling frequency for all the sensors were chosen to be 1 KHz and the SM controller ran at 100 Hz.
Three major parameters of the controller k 1 , k 2 , and λ, together with the boundary layer width φ 1 and φ 2 , were tuned through experimental iterations to optimize the controller performance. The tuned parameters and various modeling constants are listed in Table I . It is noteworthy that the equivalent area of a valve is constrained by the maximum opening area, A max . The applied voltage to the valve,U i , which is the actual input to the physical system, is calculated using a linear piecewise function of the controller output A i , given as The developed and tuned multivariable SM controller has been extensively validated with a variety of experiments. All the experiments reported in this paper were conducted on subjects, who were healthy and had no lower limb injury. The ethics approval for experiments with healthy subjects was granted by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (Reference 014970). Written consents were obtained from all the participants. Tracking both the knee joint trajectory and the average PM pressure is the main objective of the controller; hence this was validated primarily. When conducting the experiments, the subjects were asked to stand upright with their right legs strapped to the shank (Fig. 1) . It was ensured the shank and thigh segments of the subjects' legs and the mechanism were aligned; meanwhile the human's and mechanism's knees were also aligned to be coaxial. It was ensured that the human's and mechanism's knee joint positions were equal.
Instead of using sinusoidal reference trajectories, a healthy subject's knee joint trajectory during level walking was adapted as the position control reference in this paper. The first experiment conducted was to validate the main objective, which is the tracking performance of both the knee joint trajectory and the average PM pressure of the MIMO SM controller. A male subject (height: 178 cm and weight: 75 kg) participated in this experiment. The subject was instructed to relax his right leg and let the mechanism to guide the knee joint movement. The reference knee trajectory was set to 5 s per gait cycle; meanwhile, step changes to the reference average pressure were also applied. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3 . The figure indicates both the trajectory and pressure tracking were effective. The controller was tuned so that the step changes of the desired average pressure can be reacted quickly enough without affecting the trajectory control performance. This tuning setup resulted a longer rising time, but no overshoot in the average pressure when the reference changed from 200 to 320 KPa and then to 360 KPa. Such controller behavior is thought to be acceptable, as sharp changes in compliance level are unlikely to happen during robotic rehabilitation training. It is observed that the trajectory control accuracy increased as the average pressure increased, which also indicates a decrease in the actuators' compliance.
To validate the relationship between the mechanism compliance and the average PM pressure and further investigate the potential of applying the MIMO SM controller in robotic gait rehabilitation training, a set of experiments were conducted with five healthy subjects (S1: male, 185 cm, 100 kg; S2: male, 178 cm, 73 kg; S3: male, 179 cm, 93 kg; S4: male, 170 cm, 62 kg; and S5: female, 167 cm; 55 kg). These five subjects were requested to conduct two groups of experiments. The first group of experiments were conducted in three discrete average PM pressures (180, 270, and 360 KPa). The subjects were fit to the mechanism and instructed to follow the process in the same manner as the experiment described in the last paragraph. During the second group of experiments, instead of fully relaxing their right knees during the entire experiment, the subjects were instructed to obstruct the mechanism's knee joint guidance at certain period of a gait cycle. The period is approximately from the beginning of swing phase to the point when maximum flexion is reached. During this period the subjects were instructed to obstruct with great effort but without feeling any discomfort. The results of this set of experiments are illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The three subplots (a), (c), and (e) in the left column of Fig. 4 are for the first group of experiments. The subplots (b), (d), and (f) in the right columns are for the second group. The periods when the subjects were requested to obstruct are highlighted in yellow. The plots in the top, middle, and bottom rows are of experiments when the average PM pressure was regulated to 360, 270, and 180 KPa, respectively.
From Fig. 4(a) , (c), and (e), it can be observed that the MIMO SM controller is capable of tracking the desired knee joint trajectory at different average PM pressures with different subjects. The tracking accuracy decreases with the average PM pressure. Such changes in tracking accuracy could be interpreted as a result of changes in compliance. Such interpretation was validated in the second group of experiments whose results are shown in Fig. 4(b) , (d), and (f).
In Fig. 4(b) , only small increase in trajectory deviation is observed compared with Fig. 4(a) , during the period when the subjects obstructed the mechanism's guidance. This means that the mechanism's joint had a low level of compliance when the average PM pressure was regulated at 360 KPa. When the average PM pressure was reduced to 270 KPa, an increase in trajectory deviation appeared during the obstructing periods, as shown in Fig. 4(d) . This indicates a rise in compliance, and the subjects had more freedom around the desired trajectory. There was a further increase in compliance as the average PM pressure was reduced to 180 KPa. At this pressure, the subjects could backdrive the mechanism to much further positions away from its reference. The behavior of controlled actuators' intrinsic compliance while performing trajectory tracking is comparable to controllers that simulate variable impedance or virtual tunnels along a desired trajectory on motor driven gait rehabilitation exoskeletons [25] , [26] . The final experiment was designed to explore the bandwidth of the SM controlled system. As mentioned in Section I, the gait rehabilitation training needs to be task specific. Hence, the controller and the hardware system need to be able to operate at a bandwidth that is similar to the average gait cycle frequency (0.67 Hz) of stroke survivors [27] . The experiment was conducted with the same male subject and with the same setup as those of the first experiment. During the experiment, the subject was instructed to relax his right leg and let the mechanism guide the knee joint movement at discrete frequencies varying from 0.2 to 0.7 Hz with 0.1-Hz increment. The average PM pressure was regulated at 360 KPa for this experiment. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the control system is stable and effective at all the frequencies, although the trajectory tracking performance worsens as demonstrated by an increase in the RMS trajectory error with the frequency. One major contribution of the increase in the RMS trajectory error is the increase in the phase delay between the actual and desired trajectory, which could be caused by the intrinsic compliance of the PM actuation system, although, the compliance was controlled to a low level during the experiment.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new MIMO SM control on a PM actuated robotic mechanism. Experimental results demonstrated that both reference joint angular trajectory and average PM pressure can be tracked effectively and simultaneously.
In terms of SM controller implementation, nonintegral rather than integral sliding surfaces were adapted, although integral control surfaces might lead to better trajectory tracking performances. The reason for such a decision is the safety of future gait rehabilitation applications of the system. During rehabilitation training, the active input of a subject may result in the accumulation of trajectory errors. Controller with integral sliding surfaces may react to the accumulation of trajectory errors with sudden movement or a short period of high-frequency oscillation. This may cause discomfort or even injuries to the subject.
Further work will be design and implementation of a gait assessment module that provides reference compliance or average pressure to the MIMO controller in order to adjust the assistance level of the gait rehabilitation training.
